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Abstract. An underlying general structure of complementary pivot theory is presented with 
applications to various problems in optimization theory. ‘i‘he applications include linear com- 
plememarity, fixed point theory, unconstrained and constrained convex optimization without 
derivatives, nonlinear compiementarity, and saddle point problems. 
I. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to exposit in a unified m;,nner the appli- 
cation of a special comb;natorial algorithm called complementarp ivot- 
ing to various problems in optimization theory. Forms cf this algorithm 
have been used during th.e past decade in the study of a wide range of 
topics in applied mathennatizs, including linear complementzritjr, ixed 
point theory, nonlinear optimization, and the theory of polyhedra. 
While the results in these areas are related, the relations frequently hare 
not &en clear and little in the way of a general study of an underlying 
stru&ure has appeared in print. It is our goal here to suggest an approach 
which identifies tfi,e common feature<; of the specific applications. This 
unified yiew of the subject may help to make ‘he applications more ac- 
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cessible md mm-e widely known. Hope~?ully, it will also serve as a stim- 
ulus for additional investigation into both the theory and rurther appli- 
cation of complementan’ity n oprimiza~lion 
AS a means of motivating a combinatorial approach, it is perhaps use- 
ful to first consider the type of algorithm which is traditionally em- 
ployed in solving an optirnizaiion problem. Almost all such algorithms 
are of the “step-by-step” improvement type. Th.at is, given a problem 
for Iwhich a solution (or approximate solution) is sought, the stzndard 
approach is to attempt to define recursively a sequence of approximate 
solutions which have the basic property that each such approximation 
is “more nearly” a solution than the preceding one. As well-known ex- 
amples, consider the simplex method of linear programming, the gradi- 
ent techniqucts of nonlinear optimization, lnd the contraction mappin,g 
algorithm for finding fixed points. This general approach is a natur’al one 
for seeking, sc;Iutions because !t provides the security of a measurable 
improvement at each step. Although to a large extent major ad.vances in
optimization theory have been identified with the discovery of robust’ 
‘“improvement” algorithms, it is also true that such algorithms may not 
be the mos,t efficient procedure for obtaining actual or approximate so: 
lutionr,,to the problem at hand. In other words, it may be possible to 
find paths to op!imum points which do not have uniform improvement 
in o’bjective ~~alue but which reach the optimal point in fewer steps. 
Aside from questions of efficiency, some of the improvement algorithms 
require cor::dj tions on the structure of t.!le problem which are too strong. 
For instanlr:e, the contraction mapping property is satisfied by only a 
fraction of the functions for which fixed points are known to exist. 
By contrast:, the type of algorithm presented in this paper will de- 
pend largely upon combinatorial arguments for locating approximate or 
actual solutioi!s. As in the improvement case, the path of the algorithm 
is deterministic, givenl a starting point, but in contrast he objective 
function will tend not to uniformly improve in value but rathl:r to os- 
cillate toward oprimality on such paths. This type of algorithm has been 
demonstrated to possess age:leral strength in that it has been success- 
fully applied to several hig.hl!i diverse problems, and usually under more 
moderate assumptions than those reqtiired by the improvement coun- 
terpart. While this combinatorial approach , not likely to be a panacea 
for the difficulties arising in all optimizr,tion pmblems, it does provide 
an alternate and at times convincing mode for attacking these problems. 
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It is in part the rapid development of combinatorial mathematics pcv 
s? in the past few years which has provided impetus for application to 
some of the hard problems of optimization theory. As developed in this 
paper, the complementary pivoting algorithm can be considered as the 
confluence of two distinct mathematical ttchniques: the algebraic pivot- 
ing schemes developed by Dantzig [ 121 for linear programming, and 
t5e combinatorial theorem on labeling called Sperner’s lemma [4, 2 13 . 
In an essential sense, the origins of complementarity are rooted in linear 
programming. See for example the self-dual parametric algorithm of 
Dantzig [ 12, p. 245 I. 
In terms of specific applications, the power of combinatorial methods 
is illuminated by successful attacks on two apparently qaite different 
problems. In 1964, Lemke and Howson presented a combinatorial ap- 
proach to the search for equilibrium points of bimatrix games [301. In 
1967, Scarf used a similar approach to compute approximations to 
Brouwer fixed points [33]. The first problem is discrete in the sense of 
essentially reducing to an intelligent search of the vertices of a polytope. 
The second problem is continuous and in general highly nonlinear. In 
both casts, a similar combinatorial approach rendered more accessible 
problems which were not generally manageable with the traditional im- 
provement algorithms. This demonstration of wide applicability helped 
to motivate a rapid accumulation of further research. The work of Lem- 
ke and Howson along with investigations of Dantzig and Cottle [ 131 
and Cottle 15, 61 on principal pivoting helped to launch a new field of 
mathematical programming called linear complementarity theory which 
subsumes, as well as bimatrix games, quadratic programming and linear 
programming, and has a wide range of application;. In the ensuing devel- 
opment of this theory essentially the same basic combinatorial algorithm 
was further explored and refined. References to some of this work will 
be found in Section 6 of this paper. In all of this work, the algorithm 
was applied to pivot ’ among the soiutions of a giveri system of linear 
equations until a particular distinguished solution was found. In the 
1967 paper of Scarf, a similar pivoting rule was applied to certain sets 
of points on a simplex in order to obtain a constructive proof of Brou- 
wer’s fixed point theorem. At the same time, he related the pivoting 
I Stri .tly speaking the word “pivot” refers to a well-known algebraic tableau operation, We shall 
frequently use the same word more loosely to represent a trznsformation of one entity of a 
collection into an adjacent entity, where the term adjacent cxm>tes tha.t the transformation 
1s accomplishc3 by a simple e..;hange as in the 1.~. operation. 
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scheme to Sperner’s lemma. In 1968, Kuhn 1261 pointed out the under- 
lying generality of Scarf’s work and showed that it could be intapreted 
in terms of the ciassical combinatorial structure of simplicial subdivi- 
sions. Ttis application of th: pivot algorithm to structures other than 
linear systems et the stage for the appearance of a series of new appli- 
cations. 
In 1969, Hallsen and Scarf [ 221 showed that Scarf% algorithm could 
also be adapted to find Kakutani fixed points of point-to-Set nlappings 
and. stati0nai.y points of concave nonlinear programs. Eaves [ 16- 18 I
generdized this work and also modified the algorithm to make it more 
efficient. Merrill [ 321, independently of Eaves, use&d a modified version 
of Scarf: algorithm to solve fixed point problems more general than 
Kakutani’s. He then applied his algorithm to find solutions to a variety 
of nonlinear optimizaticrn problems. Finally, in 19’73, Fisher and Gould 
[ 20 ] applied essentially the same basic algorithm to obtain solutions to 
the nonlinear complementarity problem, including, as sgsecial cases, ap- 
plications to concave programming and saddle point computation. 
The underlying combinatorial structure of the pivot algorithm has 
been the source of some research. One such investigation was the above 
mentioned work of Kuhn [ 261. In 1967, Fan [ 191 presented combina- 
torial results concerning labelings on oriented pseudomanifolds. In 1969, 
Kuhn [ 273 presented graph-theoretic nterpretations which supylement- 
ed b.is 1968 paper, and in 1970, in a ger eralization of the linear com- 
plementarity problem, Cottle and Dantzig 191 discussed similar graph 
theoretic interpretations. In 1971, Adler [ 1 ] studied certain aspects of 
combinatorial Gructure in connection with his work on abstract poly- 
topes. In 19:‘2, Todd [34] made an abstract nnd extensive theoretical 
study of the co>.nbinatorial properties of a generalized pivot scheme 
which includes previous algorithms as special cases. 
The dev& tptnent o hollow is in the spirit of abstraction and unifica- 
tion, and to this c~te11; the present work and tha; of Todd [34] are 
closely related. While the two works are independent and the approaches 
are different, both prt:se:nt:.itions are broad enough to subsume the 
known applicai:ions. In this paper, the degree of abstraction reported is 
no more than is required for an emphasis on applications. The basis of 
our approach is the recognition of a structure which we term a pm set. 
This; strucl ure is a. generalin.ation f classical abstract pseudomanifolds, 
a gt+c:sleralization which can be simply formulated in set theoretic terms. 
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‘inis combination of a pm set vlith the notion of a labeling appears to 
be the minimal degree of abstraction required to specify a complemen- 
tary pivot algorithm which will include the known appIications as spy)- 
cial cases. 
In the followrng section, the general approach is briefly discussed and 
an outline of the remainder of the paper is given. 
3. An outline of the complementary pivoting algorithm 
The algorithm which will be discussed in this paper is similar in struc- 
ture to the pivoting algorithm of linear programming. That is, each step 
in the algorithm will yield a set of objects identified ,avith the problem 
at hand - in the simplex algorithm of linear programming the objects 
are the sets of bssic (or, equivalently, nonbasic) variables associated 
with the extreme points of the feasible region. Moreover, as in the sim- 
plex algorithm, a terminal set in the complementary pivoting algorithm 
will provide a solution (or an approximate solution) while the initial set 
kvill generally be specially chosen so as to yield a conlenient starting 
point for the algorithm. 
Unlike the simplex method, however, the pivot steps from set to set 
in the complementary pivoting algorithm will not be predicated on any 
measure of improvement in the trial solutions. Rather the pivots will be 
based on a structural property of a so-called pm set and an appropriate 
integer-valued function termed a labeling. 
In particular, we shall focus upon sets having II and n - 1 elements 
(n to be determined by the problem) and the algorithm will generate a
path among these sets which will alternate between rr-sets and (n -~ I)- 
sets. The structural property of these subsets, to be called the pm prop- 
erty, will assure the uniqueness of the steps from (.g - 1 )-sets to rr-sets. 
The integer-valued function, to be called a labeling. will define the algo- 
rithmic steps from n-sets to (n - I)-sets. The pm property is a generah- 
zation of the relationship between edges and vertices of a simple poIy- 
Cope which has proven so useful in the simplex algorithm. The labeling 
function plays a role here similar ,o that which it pla:ls in Sperner’s 
lemma. Sperner’s lemma is in fact a consequence of the comp1emer~tai-y 
pivoting algorithm. 
The initial and terminal sets in the algorithm may be either iz-sets or 
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(n - I)-sets. Plf the h;ltial or terminal set has 12 - 1 elements, then it will 
correspond to :il boundary element of the igeometric realization of the 
simplicial structure of the n-sets and their subsets. If the initial or ter- 
minal set is an n-set, then the labeling function restricted to this s’et will 
be a one-to-one mapping. 
In the following two sections we shall discuss the pm property, giving 
numerous exam.ples of realizations of this structure. Then in Section 5 
the labeling function will be introduced and the basic algorithm derived 
by combining the pm properties with the labeling of the sets. The final 
section will1 deal with the application of the algorithm to various optimi- 
zation problems. 
3. Definition of pm sets and examples 
It will be illustratke to begin this section with a very simple example. 
Let K dencite the set of objects {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, I’). Now consider 
ihe following collection of triyles (3-sets), drawn from K, 
fabc, .5cd, acd, bde, bfg, ghil. 
Throughout he exposition, strings of symbols will denote unordered 
sets. That i.s, nbc represents {a, b, c}, etc. Now let us enumlerate all of 
the pairs (2ksets) contained in the above listed triples and display the 
memberships of each pair. There are fourteen distinct pairs contained 
in trip& as shown in Diagram 1.1. It is seen that each pair is a melmber 
of at most two of the triples. Throughout he paper, collections of n- 
sets will be considered which have the abovs-illustrated istinguishing 
ab ac bc bd cd 
I n A A A 
abc abc acd bed ;-SC b;:d bde bed acd 
ad be 
i I 
au! bde 
de 
I 
bde 
bf 
bt‘g 
gh hi 
b f g ghi ghi ghi 
IDiagram 1.1. 
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property that any (n - l)-subset is contained in at roost two of the n- 
sets. Those (n - 1).subsets which appear in exactly >ne n-set will be of 
particular interest and will be termed boundary set!. In the above illus- 
tration, the boundary sets are the ten pairs ab, ad, Ee, de, bf, bg, fg, gh, 
gi, hi. Each of these pairs appears in exactly one n-szt (one triple). Each 
of the remaining pairs, ac, bc, bd, cd, appears in ex: ctly two triples. 
These concepts are expressed precisely in the following formal defini- 
tion. 
Definition 3.1. Let n be a positiv: integer and let K be :I, (possibly in% 
nite) set of at least n objects. Let P be a collection of subsets of K each 
having n elements, called n-sets. P is said to have the pm (pseudomani- 
fold) property if any subset of K having (n - 1) elements is a siibset of 
at most two n-sets in P. 
A collection P of n-sets having th,e pm property is called a pin set of 
dimension n, or, more simply, a pm set. From the above defin tion it is 
seen that we focus attention on the M -sets of P and the subsets of each 
n-set of size n - 1. Those latter subsets (of size H - 1) ivhich appear in 
only one n-set of It” are said to comprise the boundary of P. More for- 
mally : 
Definition 3.2. The collection of (n - I)-subsets of K each of I;ghich is a 
subset of exactly one n-set in P is called the bourzdary of P ancl denoted 
by ?P. If all (n - 1)-subsets of PC appear in 0 or exactly two n-:;ets of P, 
then alp = $! and we say that P has no boundary. 
The terminology given above derives from an analogous trl,.cture 
which occurs in combinatorial topology. The set P together with all of 
its subsets defines an abstract simplicial complex P, called a ps.eudo- 
manifold. The n-sets of P are (n - I)-dimensional simplices of ,5. The 
boundary of Y is the collection of (IZ - !)-sets which together lvith their 
subsets form the topological boundary of p. 
Referring to the above illustration, the collection 
P = (abc, bed, acd, bde, bfg, ghil 
is a pm set of dimension 3, and 
aP = (ab, ad, be, de, bf, ,bg, j,@, glz, gi, hi). 
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We shal! henceforth den&e the number 0:’ elements in a set Al by lu! I. 
Definition 3.3,. Let Y be a pm set of dimension rz. The elements u, u’ E P 
are said to ble adjacent if lu n w I = H .- 1. 
It can now be observed that the structure OP a pm set provides a por- 
tion of a “pivoting algorithm”. For example in the above illustration, 
consider the triple bed and suppose we had a rule which said to remove, 
for example., the symbol c. This would leave the symbols bd, which ap- 
pear in two ,sdjacent triples, namely bed, which we started with, and 
bde. In this ,-a’ Y se, c can be replaced with a we&defined and unique sym- 
bol, namely P, in such a way that the resulting triple remains an element 
of P. Thus we have 
b@d bdg 
t t 
delete un'que replacement 
Suppose next that somle del,etion rule 0:&d for removing the symbol d 
from bde. This would leave the pair be, which is in ihe boundary off, 
and in this case, the algorithm would terminate with. no replacemenrt. 
That is, we would have the sequence 
b el’-bd ‘4 
$beEaP 
.S' 
b@e 
f t 
delete dr$lete 
The above remarks are now summarized in a more general notation. Let 
41 in II= il , ..., n } denote any I:r-set in a pm set B. Fo:: any symbol pi E u, 
there is no more than one n-set w E P, w # u, such that u - (nj} E w. 
That is, the (12 - 1)-set u - (nj }, which appears in u: can appear in at 
most one other IZ set w # u, a:lld by definition, such a set IV is adjacent 
to u. Thus a unique repZace.nzent for ,i exists, if u - {Is’) 4 V. Although 
the pm structure provides a mechanism for determining aunique rzplace- 
ment component, it does not provide z. unique “exit” component. In 
the abo’ve illustrations, the cle’etion rule was hypoth.erical nd unspcci- 
fied. In or&z to obtain uniq,u!= exit components, further structure in 
the form of an integer-valueia labeling function will be added to R, Tblis, 
together with the pm property, will provide an algorithm such that each 
step in the sequence is uniquely determined. 
However, before pursuing this development i wil’i be useful to ipa+ 
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Fig. 3.1. A simple polytope in R3. 
sent several realizations of pm sets and then to make some general ob- 
servations on the structure of such sets. 
Example 3.4: A’ simple polytope in R”. Let S be a simple polytope in 
K” with k? n facets. A polytope is taken to be a bounded intersection 
of half-spaces. By “simple” is meant that each vertex of the’ polytope is 
the intersection of exactly IZ facets, or, equivalently, that rr edges ema- 
nate from each vertex. Let each facet be assigned asymbol xi, i = 1, _..) 
k-, and set K = {x,, . . . . xk}. To each vertex we assign the fz-tupie of 
symbols corresponcing to the facets on which the vertex lies. The set P 
is then defined as the collection of /z-sets of K which correspond to ver- 
tices of S. It foitlows immediately from the definition of a simple poiy- 
tope that P has the pm property without boundary. Clearly, the n-sets 
bll 9 *-a, xln) and CG~, . ..) Xm,)OfP are adjacent if and only if the cor- 
responding vertices on S are adjacent. In this case, the common (\a - 1 )- 
set corresponds to the edge of S joining the vertices. 
In Fig. 3.1, the simple polytope in R3 has 6 facets and 6 vertices. 
The set P and the corresponding vertices are: u” = ~2~3.~4, U* = Xix2.~4, 
?I2 = x1x3x4, v3 =x1X3x@ u4 =x1x5x6, us =x2.x1x5, u6 = X2X3X.j, 
d = x3xgxg. 
It should be pointed out that every pm set of dimension zz without 
boundary cz..nnot be represented as an pt-dimensional simple polytope 
(see Adler [ I ] ). 
Example 3.5: A simple polyhedron in Rn. By simple pciyhedron in Kn 
is meant an unbounded intersection of half-spaces u,ch that each vertex 
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c ‘Zx3 
_A- 
Fig. 3.2. A knple polyhedron i  R3. 
is the intersection of exactly n facets. Thus it is possible that an edg,e 
emanating from a ver?cx may not terminate in another vertex but rather 
may be an unbounded ray. In t-k case, the (n - l)-set corresponding to 
this edge is a subset of only one n-set of P and hence it is a boundary 
element of P. 
Pn Fig. 3.2, P is the collect:ion {u” =: x1x7.x4, tfl = xlx3xLI, r2 = 
~2~3x4) and aI’= {~1.~2,_~~.“~3,~2~3). 
Exam@ 3.6: Linear systems of equations in nonnegative variables. Let 
Ax = b, ;E :’ 0, be a consistent and bounded system of m independent 
and noujegenerate quations in m + n nonnegative unknow:~s. Geornet- 
rically, this set is an n-dimensional sixrrple polytope. To each vertex of 
the polytope corresponds a tasic feasible solution of the linear system 
with m basic variables and t-1 aonbasic variables. Tile correspondence is 
1 - 1 under the nondegeneracy assumption. The collection of nonbasic 
symb4s associated with each basic feasible solution forms a set P with 
the pm property and aP = 8. 
If the linear system is as above, but unbounded, the collectlon of 
nonbasic symbols associated with eacIt vertex again forms a pm set P. 
l’n this c;fse, the boundary ofP consists of the n - 1 nonbasic symbc>ls 
associated with each feasib5e basic ray, i.e., each unbounded eldge OF the 
polyhed::on. 
Eiample 3.7: A triar.bdation l:d ,‘I. .,r$b triangulation of R” is a co11 :c- 
tion Q of’ n-simplices together witlh th,;ir faces (subsimpkes) with ihe 
properties: 
(i) any paii of simplices in Q 21-2 d&joint, and 
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Fig. 3.3. 
{ii) each point of R” is contained in at least one simplex of Q (and 
hence, by (i), exactly one). 
lf each Z-simplex in Q is represented by its 1+ 1 vertices u1 u* . . . .~l+l, 
then the collection P of (~1 + I)-tuples of vertices corresponding to II- 
simplices of Q has the pm property without boundary. If vi1 . . . u’~~+l 
and urnI . . . urn,+1 are adjacent elements of P, then thzy represent adja- 
cent n-simpliees of Q and their common II-tuple of vc,rtices defines the 
(n - I)-simplex which is the interface of the /I-simplices. 
A particular triangulation of R” due to Kuhn [25] is given as follows: 
Let K be the set of integral attice points of R”. An (,&I + l)-subset of!:K 
is in P if and only if there is an ordering {v’ , . . . . u”“~ _: of the points and 
a permutation T of the integers [ 1, . . . . IZ} such that 
(3.1) uj+‘l = ;,i + ,M , j = 1, . . . . 11 , 
when: e’ is the rth unit vector. The simplices in P tog&her with all of 
their fact?s tria.ngulate R” . Fig. 3.3 shows the triangulatjon of the posi- 
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Fig. 3.4. 
tive unit cube in R3 given by condition (3.1). The sets of P in this cube 
are w”w1w4w6 , wOwlw:jw6, wOw3w,5w6, wOw3M,6w7, wOw2w4wrJ 
and ‘iy” w2 w6 w7 _ See the kpqr-dix for algebraic rules for pivoting from 
one simplex of P to another. 
Example 3.8: Primitive sets. This pm set was used by Scarf [ 33 ] to 
prove constructively the Hr-o’.lwe: fixed point theorem. Define the 
(n - 1 )-simplex S in Rn , :Y 2 3, by 
S=.[~ER~: ~~=i ~i=l,~j20) 7 
I 
and let vi, . . . . un be the specjal points defined by 
k = j, 
k;tj. 
The simplex S al?d the points v1 , . . . . i!Y lie on the hyperplane H = 
(KER~,Z~~=~ nj” 1) and S is the intersection of H with the nonnega- 
tive orthant of Rn. On S, a fijlite set of points, dermted Un”, . . . . 8, are 
chosen with the property that vi” # vr for any j, 1 5 j < FZ, and any [11, /3, 
such iha t max{a, /3} >_ iz + 1. ‘[‘he set K is then defined to be the points 
Iv’ , v2 , .., vk>. Any met of ,Y, (~“1, . . . . vyl), can be used to define an 
open (rz - 1 )-simplex V in H hy 
V = {v 1~ H: vi > m:n(vIyl , . . . . vTn) for j - ii, . . . . n] 
(see Fig.. 3.4). 
Thiz rr-set, v”‘, . . . . van t yriit be called primitive if the associated sim- 
plex in kr’ contains no point of Kbn its interior, i.p , if there is no d’ E K 
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such that 
u; > min($l , . . . . ui** ) 
for every]. The collection of primitive sets form a pm set with bound- 
ary. This can be seen as follows: let ~‘1 .. . v’n-1 be all (n - I )-subset of 
x. If v’l . . . ?Jltt-l is to be a subset of a primitive iz-set, then for each I,, 
there must bc an integer ,i(~), 1 <_ i(r) <_ rz, such that 
(3.2) lr %r) 
21 4 -1 = min(qtrl, . . . . uj(,) ) . 
!SIoreover, i(r) f i(s) for any Y and s. It follows from the defining prop- 
erty of K that for some t, there exist two integersi andi( for 
which (3.2) holds. Thus ~‘1 .. . &l-l can be made into a primitive /z-set 
only by adding a ufl such that 
q&, ’ +ss, for each s # t , 
and either 
Hence only st most two rl-sets in P have L!~ .. . u’~- 1 as a sllbset. It can 
be shown that u’l . . . ufn-l is a boundary element of P if and only if 
U, 9 . . . . Z& c { 1, .*., HI. 
As a final remark, it might be noted that a pm set can be represe’lted 
as a graph. To see this, let each rz-set represent anode and let each pair 
of nodes be joined by an arc if and only if they have an (12 - 1 )-set in 
common. Thus the plm sets can be thought of as a special class of graphs. 
Each node will be incident to 12 arcs, with the understanding tllat a self- 
arc is counted only once 2nd represents an (/I - 1 j-set in the boundary. 
It can be shown that not every graph can be interpreted (via the ;lbove 
cc;rrespondence) asa pm set. 
4. Some boundary properties of pm sets 
The defirlition of pm sets although patently simplr: nevertheless pro- 
vides enough structure to derive ;1 number of I:ombinatori:ll properties. 
Several1 such properties are presented in this section. These results are 
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not directly related to known applications of complementarity and con- 
sequently the reader may go directly to Sect:lon 5 without a loss of con- 
tinuity. The results are presented to more completely display the theo- 
retic structure at hand. The int’erested reader can make the implied cor- 
respondences between the following propositions and properties of sim- 
ple polytopes and other ,realizations of the pm structure. 
Propositicun 4.1. Let P be a finite pm set of dimension n. If n is odd and 
IPI is odd, then there must be an odd number of boundary sets. 
hoof. Each n-set contains n subsets of size I! - 1. Enumerate all of the 
(n .- I)-sets contained in all of the n-sets, without regard to duplications. 
This list will contain [I( IPI items. If both n and IPI are odd, then y1 l IPI 
is odd. Therefore not all (ii -- I)-sets can occur in pairs. 
In particular, note t.hat if ale = Q), then n and IPI cannot both be odd. 
Proposition 4.2. Let t’ be a finite pm set of dimension n. If n is even, 
there must be an even (possibly zero) number of boundary sets. 
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 4.1, the list (with duplications) of 
(n -- I)-sets contains n l IYI items. Let p denote the number of (n - l)- 
sets which occur in pairs. Hence the number of (n - 1 )-sets in the bound- 
ary is n IPI - 2p, an exn number, 
Proposition 4.3. Let P be a finite pm set of dimension n 2 2. Suppose 
u n__2 is an (n - 2)$et which is a subset of some boundary set of P. Then 
v~_~ must appear in an even number ojr boundary sets. 
Proof. Let Vi, i E I, denote those elements off which contain u,_,. 
Then for each i E I, there are two different (n - l)-sets which contain 
vi;-2 7 say Q_~ u ix’) and u,_, u (_Y’}. List all such sets, as i ranges in 
I, without regard to duplications. This list contains all (n - I)-sets which 
contain u, _2. There are 2 - I11 sets in the list, not necessarily distinct. 
Any given (n - I)-set in t!:lis list can occur at most twice. Suppose CY of 
the sets are paired. Then 2 * 111 - 20 of the (I! - I)-sets occur only once. 
Thus there arc., dn even number of boundary sets which contain u,_,, . . . 
Corollary 4.4. Let P be a finite pm se: with H 2 2. The boundary oj’P 
can n,ever consist oj’a single set. 
Proof. lf so, Proposition 4.3 would b’e immediately contradicted. 
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Csrollary 4.5. Let P be a finite pm set oj’dimension n 2 2 und such that 
aP f 9. If aP is a pm SCI (of dimension n - 11.. tdlen a (aP) = 0. 
Proof. Each (PZ - 2)-subs& of an element in aP must, by Proposition 
4.3, appear in an even number of boundary sets, therefore in two. 
It may be noted that Corollary 4.5 corresponds to a well-knowrl re- 
sult of combinatorial topology. 
5. The algorithmic development 
First the concept of labeling will be int:roduced aKd elaborated. This 
provides the additional apparatus which together with the pm structure 
will lead to the bask algorithm. 
5.1. The labeling function 
Let P be a pm set of dimension n and recall that K is the collection 
of symbols from which the rz-sets of P are formed. 
Definition 9.1 .l. A ZabeZing cn K is a function L : K + { 1, . . . . n}. 
Letting u 7 {& in , . . . . T. ), we shall let L(u) denote the set of integers 
(L(7+ j, L(&), . . . . L(&)]. Note that L(u) c. (1, . . . . n), with equality 
holding only in soecial circumstances. For subsets cy of size less than W, 
the same notation L(cu) will be used. 
Definition 5.1.2. An n,-set u E P is said to be completely labeled, denoted 
cl, if L(u) = { 1, . . . . 12); that is, if the labels on u exhaust he first u inte- 
gers. 
Now let P,l_l denote the collection of all (n - I)-sets contained in 
the n-sets of P. Let i E { 1, . . . . n}. 
Definition 5.1.3. An tlement u E P u P,l_l is said to be j-almosf c’~n- 
pZetcZy labeled, denoted i-acl, if L(u) := { 1, . . . . tz} - (j}; that is, if the 
labels on u are precisely all of the first II integers except i. 
It is important to note that the term i-ail can refer to either an /I-snt 
or an (n - I)-set. In the former cast!, the /z-set will possess all label5 but 
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i and therefore exactly one label must appear twice* In the latter case, 
the (n - I)-set will possess all labels but i and therefure no label can ap- 
pear more than once. Also note that for an arbitrW labeling, the collec- 
tion of both the cl and, for each j’, the i-acl sets flay be empty; if, for 
instance, L is a constant and n 2 3. The introc;&jorr of the labeling al- 
lows for a strengthening of the notion of adjatency kvhich was pre- 
sentled in Definition 3.3. 
Definition 5.1.4. Let P be a pm set of dimension h aad let 1) and w be 
distinct elements of P U Pn_l. The sets u and ~rl are said to be j-adjacent 
if u (3 w is j-acl; that is, if u and w have a com~ofl (fl - 1 )-set with all 
labek but i. 
Remark 5.1 S. It follows from the above defiqition that if u and w are 
j-adjacl=nt, then 
(i) not both u and w can be (n - l)-sets: 
(ii) if either is an n-set: then it must be cl ox j-~l; 
(iii) if either is an (n - I)-set, then it must bc pae18 
As an example of a labeling consider again 
K = {a, b c, 4 e, f, g, h, il 9 
L(a) = L(d) = L(f) = L(g) = 1 , 
L(b) = L(e) = 2 , 
L(c) = L(k) = L(i) = 3 , 
P = (abc, bed, acd, bale, bfg, ghr’j- . 
Then we have 
cl sets I-acl sets --- 2-aci sets @I sets 
abc, bed bc QC~, ghi, ac, cd, gh, gi bd6 bfg. b2 de. b.t bg, ab 
In terms of j-adjacency, it is first noted that a& and &cd are adjacent in 
the sense of Definition 3.3, but not y’-adj.acent for! z 2, 3. However, abc 
and bed are 1 -adjacent. Also, it can be se:en thqt gk ahd g/d are Z-adja- 
cent, ghi and gi are 2-adjacent, ab and abc are &adjacent, etc. 
It is now apparent hat varioux: sequences of p&jaccnt elements can 
be formed. A consideration of such sequences hnd their properties are 
central to the notion of complementary pivotibg. 
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5.2. j-adjucen t path ! 
If the labels are considered in conjunction with the pm property, it 
can be shown that the j-acl elements have strong graph-type properties. 
It is these properties which lead to the existence of a pivoting proce- 
dure for producing a distinguished set in Y. Throughout this section, P 
will denote a pm set of dimension n, formed from select subsets of the 
symbols in K. As aboae, Pn_, is the collection of all (w - 1 )-sets con- 
tained in the n-sets o!P. The labeling L : K + ( 1, . . . . n) is fixed, and j is 
a tixed intege! in (l,,..., n). Two subsets off U pn_, will be especialiy 
significant in the folli,wing development, namely the cl sets and the 
boundary sets of P wilich are also j-acl. We will denote by C the cl sets 
and by B1 the j-acl sets which are in P. 
The special structl;;e of j-acl and cl sets Aative to their j-adjacent:] 
properties will now b; investigated. We consider seriatim the cases 
(i) a j-acl (n - l)-._;et, 
(ii) an n-set in C, and 
(iii) a j-acl n-set. 
By Remark 5.1 S, every element which is j-adjacent o another element 
must fall within one .Jf the above cases. 
Case (i). Let 0 den.,te a j-acl set in P,,__, . By the pm property of P, 
there are one or two +sets in P which contain 0 as a subset. Clearly, any 
such rz-set must be eiaher cl or j-acl. If there are two, i.e., if ir $ Bj. then 
the two, u1 = ii u {lr’l ) and u2 = 5 U (n 12 }, are j-adjacent and u1 n u2 = 
6. Note that u1 or u2 E C if L(n 4 ) J: j or L(n 12 ) = j. This can be repre- 
sented schematically as shown: 
If CE Bj, then there is exactly one U-set in P containing ti: u = i, 
u {d}. u E C if k(d) = j; otherwise u is a J: ad rr-set. 
n 
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The procedure for er:erating aj-adjacent path containing a given n- 
set or (n - l)-set ’ )ws in a straightforward manner from the above 
cases. For exam&, t cxmider a given n-set, say u1 ,and suppose u1 is 
fiacl. Let u1 = nat . . . *’ *. Assume t(n”l) = ,I, I# i, and L(n”i) = s # i. 
The index s is repeated, so one of the two points, n”i or &, with the 
label s is dropped. Thus O* = v1 .- in*‘). If ;j2 is in Bi, the sequence ter- 
minates with 02, otherwise the unique replacement for n0i, say npl , is 
added to 02. ‘This yields u2 == ir* U { n’l}. 
v’ v2=~2J(7rel) 
Let L(n’r) = r, If r = i, then u2 E C and the sequence terminates with 
u*. If P # i, the;l. v2 $! C and has two components labeled Y, ?rJ1 and n”r . 
Now n@r is removed to yield 63 = ~2 - {$r}. This procedure is contin- 
ued until some um E C or some P E Bj at Iwhich point the sequence 
terminates. If the component mas were drollped at step one, then the 
same series of mbneuvers would generate the sequence to the left of ul, 
terminating onl$ at either a u E C or a 0 E -13i. Suppose now that the giv- 
en rz-set u1 had been in C, say u1 = rr*l, . ..? T&“, where L(n*l) = I for 
each I = 1, c.., ~2. Then u1 has exactly one i-:cl (n - I)-set which can be 
obtained by removing only n*i from u1 . Thus we have a “one-way” se- 
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‘\ 
‘*w / V2=v1 -{Pj] 
quence which would then continue as above depending XI whether or 
nilt o2 E Bi. 
’ NWI consider the case where the given ekment had beLen an (IZ - l)- 
set, say 6’. Clearly, O1 must ble i-acl. ZFuppomse Or = A @I , ..“, ?rq-1 
#j’ 1 , ‘a*, non 553th L(n@) = I for each J # i. First assume ii” $! Bj.‘Then 
a choice of two possible components to be :jdded could be made, say 
7r’r and 7r’*. I:.’ u1 = 0’ U (~‘1.)~ then u” = 2’ u (~‘2)~ Note that if 
L(n”r ) = Y + i, then ir2 =: u’ - {&>. Thus we obtain 
Finally, there is the possibility that the given element E3l is in Bj. Then 
only a single component, say 1~~~ , can be added and a “one-way” se- 
quence of the form 
is obtained. 
Thus at each step in generating al-adjacent path the componrt?rt to 
be removed or added is uniquely determined. The component removed 
either has label 1, as in the case of a cl set, or is the component with a 
label the same as that of the component just added. This compone;lt is 
unique since each elemelit in the path isi-.acl. The component o bc: add- 
ed is uniquely determined by the pm proplerty of P. This procedurr: is 
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called complementary pivoting. 
The following theorem is a consequence of the preceding remarks. 
Theorem 5.2.3. Let j be fixed. Each element of P u P,_, which is either 
cl or j-acl is in exactly c’ne I-adjacent path. 
The next theorem will play an important role in applications. 
Theorem 5.2.4.1. a j-adjacent path has at least one terminal point (i.e., 
an element in C u Bj), then no j-acl element appears more tharl once in 
the path. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that the path has the form Do, 
?JO) 0’) u1 , 02, . . . . where Go is understood to be absent if uG E C. If O” is 
present, then it must be in Bj. It will be shown that no rt-set can be the: 
first repeated element of the sequence. The proof that no (n - I)-set 
can be the first repeated element is similar. 
Case (i). First suppose that u” E C is the first set to repeat. Suppose 
the sequence is 
UO, 8’ ) d, 02, . ..) iJ(,v”, 
where, by definition of a j-adjacent path, it must be that k 2~ 2. Th.en 
0’ and $ would be two different j-acl (IZ -- I)-sets in v”, which is not 
possible. 
Case (ii). Now suppose that v *, 12 1, is the first set to repeat. Sup- 
pose the sequence is 
?j” u” 01 , , , vl, 02, . . . . 0’ VI iY+l, vl+l, .. . . iP, v1 , , , -** 3 
where, by definition of a j-adjacent path, it must be thnt s 2 I+ 2. If 
vf $ C, then we have 
R 
vE i/ 
A 
fi 
cl 
,/’ 
OR 
\ 
cl 2 -s+l 
p+1 V 
Since u’ is the first set to repeat, this implies that v’ contains the three 
different j-acl (n - I)-sets fi’, Gl+l, P. But VI can contam at most two 
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such sets. Finally, if vz E C, then since any element of C on a j-adjacent 
path must be an initial or final element, it follows that v1 = ve, which 
was covered in Case (i). 
A complete anal,ysis of the possible spectrum of j-adjacent paths is 
now possibIe. From the preceding theorems and remarks, it is clear that 
a i-adjacen t path must be of one of the forms given below. For ease of 
description, u’s will represent n-sets in C and pIs, j-acl n-sets; y’s will de- 
note j-acl (n - I)-sets 4 Bi and 6’s, j-acl (n - 1 )-sets in LQ. 
(I) Cycles: . . . ^ y’, /3’,r2,p2, . . . ,ym,pm,y1,g1,y2,P2,~.. 
! 
, . .23f . . . . +‘=“_. 
Y1 Y2 
(II)Bito$paths: ~‘:ij1,72,1jZ,y3,83,...,pm-1,~,pm,,Sm+1. 
/ 
< 
/ 
Note that 6; + grn+l by Theorem 5.2.4. 
(III) Bi to C paths (equivalently, C to Bj>: 
(i) 6’ , p’ , r” , p ,..., “lm-l,fP1,y”,cr”. 
ct m 
/ 
. . . . . 
d 
6’ 
(ii) 61, al. 
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(IV) C to C paths: 
(i)&y2J2,y3 ,..., ~-l,~l,a”. 
(ii)al, y2, ar2. c,l 
cX2 
\ 
4 
Y2 
Again, on each of these paths, by Theorem 5.2.4, the elements of C are 
distinct (arl # 01” , a1 + 01~). 
The above forms are the only finite j-adjacent paths. If IPI is not fi- 
nite, then infinite paths are a possibility. They are not importent except 
in a negative sense, i.e., some assumptions must always be made or con- 
ditions added which will guarantee that such paths do not occur. The 
possible forms are given below. 
(V) d ) , , **. . 3 Y2 P2 Y3 P3 
(VI)~1,p1,r2,P2,Y3,p3 l a* * 
(VIII) . . . ym , p” , y”+l, pm +l . . . , where there are no repeats. 
A. very important consequence of the preceding results is a parity 
theorem due to Kuhn [ 261. 
Theorem 52.5. If IPI ZP finite, then the parity of the rzumber o,f’ci /if-sets 
and the number of j-acl bomdary sets is the same for each j. That is. ICI 
and h3il are either both ever,! or both odd. In particular, for arzy labeling 
L, either zxh lBil is even for i = 1, . . . . n, or each l!?jl is odd, i = 1, ..,,. II. 
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Proof. Since IPI is finite, only paths (I) - (IV) are possible. Let j be 
fixed and let ~2~ be the number of (II) paths, n3 the number of (III) 
paths, and n4 ihe number of (IV) paths. Then ICI = rj3 + 2n4 ard lB,l = 
29 +s123. Thus 1GI t lB+ = 2(n, + 1z3 + Q), an even t;umber, so that 
the parity of C and Bi is the same. 
An important corollary to Theorem 5.2.5 is a form of Sperner’s lem- 
ma. 
~Zorsllary 52.6. If IPI is finite and if, for any j, Bj = Q, thevl there are an 
even number (possibly zero) of cl sets In particular, if aP = Q, then fol 
any labeling L there are an even number of cl sets. Moreover, if C = Q, 
the!1 jbr any j there are an ever! number of sets in Bi. 
Theorem 5.2.5 will be seen to provide the key result on existence of 
solutions to certain problems. This statement i; alaborated upon in the 
following section after a presentation of the basiG algorithm. Before 
proceeding, however,, it will be illustrative to display all of the j-adja- 
cent paths for the earlier example 
K = Ia, hl~ d, e, f, g, h, il , 
L(a) =: L(d)\ = L(f) = L(g) = 1 , 
L(b) = L(e) = 2 , 
L(c) = L(h) = L(i) .= 3 , 
k? = (abc, bed, acd, bde, bfg, ghi]. 
ln Diagram 5.1) labels are indicated as subscripts and the integers on 
the edges denote the index ;’ of adjacency. It is seen that in this example 
all paths contain at least one, and therefore exactly two, elements of 
C u B,. There are no cycles. 
5.3. The basic algorithm 
Let P be a pm set of dimension IZ with aP# Q and with a j-acl bound- 
ary set, say u~_~, at har:d. 
Algorithm. Follow a ,i-adjacent path which is initiated by adding the dis- 
tinguished symblol .* to u~~_~ such that u,_r u CT*} E P. The algorithm 
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a,b2c3 \,$ b2C3 k/3;; 
‘ICk 2jldl “ip* 
b2fl% 
glh3i3 
alc3dl b2dle2 
A 
2 2 3 3 
I 
glh3 v3 
I A 
a,b* 5% dle2 bze2 ,%f 1 b2% h3i.i f,g, 
Diagram 5.1. 
terminates when either a cl set or another (different from urt_ 1) j-acl 
boundary set is produced. 
Remark 5.3.1. If IPI is finite, then it follows from the above discussion 
that the algorithm terminates. If IPi is finite and there is a unique j-acl 
boundary set, then it follows from Theorem 5.2.5 that a cl set exists 
and such a set is produced with certainty from a single application of 
the algorithm. If there are an odd number of j-acl boundary sets, the 
existence of a cl set is again assured by Theorem 5.2.5, and such a set 
can be produced with a finit number of repeated applications of the 
algorithm. That is, there must be an odd number of elements in C, hence 
they cannot all lie on cy 1 . . . a2 paths, and at least one must lie on a 
6 . . . (Y path. 
Thle above basic algorithm applies to all known applications of com- 
plementarity. As mentioned earlier in the paper, typically an optimiza- 
tion problem if given and an underlying pm set P is either recognized or 
specifically formulated for the given problem. Elements are often la- 
beled in such a way that cl sets of Por sets ofBi correspond to solutions 
of the problem. In cases where complementary pivoting guarantees a 
solution, there is often i; unique element OfBj from which the algorithm 
is ini,ti.ated. In such a case, so-called odd theorems exist concerning the 
number of solutions. In other cases, when a unique element of Bi is not 
available, complementary pivoting may not be failsafe. In these latter 
cases, the full theory may suggest modificatioiis and extensions of exist- 
ing applications which strengthen tile possibilities for an adequate ter- 
mina. tion , 
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5.4. The product SL’~ and a combinatorial lemma of Scarf 
The product construction will be important in some applications. In 
this section, the usral Cartesian product of two sets A, B will be den,oted 
A X B. Now iet 
Kl ={&,2 , . ..). K2 = {al, a2, . ..} , 
K,nK,=Q). 
I 
Let 8t, x2 be positive integers uch that nl 2 IK, I, n2 5 IK, I. Let jD, 
be a pm set of n 1 -tuples from K, , P, a pm set of lz2-tuples from M,. 
Then 
P, X P, = {(u, w): u E P, , ‘W E 4). 
Thus P, X P, is a set of (V~ + n2)-tuples from K, 
result is stated without proof. 
u K,. The following 
Proposition 5.41,. The collection P, X P2 is a pm set of dimension 
nl f u2 and a(P, X P2) = @P, X P2) u (PI X aP,). 
Now Let K, = (7r1, 7r*, . .., rk }. Let P, be a pm set of dimension 
n St k, the n-sets of P, being subsets of K, . Let A bc an n X k matrix 
and let b be any II vector such that Ax = b, x 2 0, is consistent, with in- 
dependent and nondegenerat.e equations. Lel K, = {k, , -.., xk) ) and let 
P, be the pm set corresponding to the linear system (the nonbasic vari- 
ables associated with the basic feasible so,utions). Note that P, X P2: is 
a pm set of dimension k drawn from K, U K, , where each k-tuple in 
P, x P, will ‘irrave n symbols from K, and k - n symbols from K,. Now 
dcfintl 1.,(7+) = f&xi) = i, i = 1, ..,, K. The following theorem is a gene,ral- 
ization of one due to !harf [ 33 ] . 
Theorem 5.42. Suppose there is a unique j-acE set in a(.!$ X P2). Then 
the Iineur yvstem Ax = b, x > 8, has a basic feasible solution correspond- 
ir!g to an element of P,. That is,, thert? exists a basic feasible solution 
whose basic variables xi are indexed, say, by i E I, such that (n’: i E I) 
E P, . 
hoof. by Theorem 5.2.5, P, X P, has :I completely labeled set. This set 
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will be a k-tuple composed of k - n nonbasic varrables in the linear sys- 
tem and n symbols from P, . The labels of the N symbols from P 1 must 
therefore be the same as the labels of the bask variables. 
Corolary 5.4.3 (Scar.]. Let K, - {n’ , . . . . I?‘, n”+’ , . . . . 7rk 1 atld ki P, 
he the collection of primitive sets defined in the examples of Sectlou 3. 
Let Ax = b, x 2 0, be a coruisteilt arzd bounded linear system with in- 
dependent and nondegenerate equatiorts. Suppose the first 11 coIr~nu~s 
of A form a feasible basis. Then there is a basic fL7asibke solutiw cw-es- 
porlding to a primitive set. 
Proof. In this case, P, is all of the (n - I)-sets in rrl, . . . . x” and aP, =9. 
Therefore n’, . . . . d-l, d+l, ,.., #,x”+l, . . . . xk is the uniquej-acl set 
in ib(P, X P2). 
6. Applications 
In this section we describe illustrative applications tG’ the algorithm 
to six problems arising in optimization theory: the linear ccmplemen- 
tarity problem, the approximation of Brouwer fixed points, uncon- 
strained convex optimization without derivatives, c0nvt.x programming, 
without derivatives, the nonlinear complementarity problem, and, as a 
special case of the last, the computation of saddle points. The applica- 
tions are to be considered successful in the sense that in all cases com- 
puter codes have been implemented and results appear in print. More- 
over, in some cases olution techniclues other than complementary pi- 
voting have been either important or nonexistent. It mu:,t he added that 
in some instances the compkmentarity approach suffers from special Ii ITP 
ifations of its o;vn. For example all of the applications to be descrkd 
aftcr.r linear complementarity involve: a grid search and this suggests an 
obvious limitation on dimensionality. Howlever, the work in thiv art’s i., 
recent, most of it having occurred since 1967, and in a relatively short 
time substantial progress is evident. The applications to be described 
are merely illustrative and certainly Ilot all-inclusive. For other jlotable 
examples ee Merrill [32 1, Esves [ 171, Hansen and Scarf [ 22J^ and 
Arrow and Hahn [ 3 J . 
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Msijor rec;ults in this area include those of Cattle and Dantzig [8], 
Dantzig and Cattle [ 14 j 9 Faves [ P 5 ] , and Lemke [ 28, 293 . The prob- 
lem in its t:.sual form is stated : 
LCP: find W, z in Rn su:h that 
(6.1) 1bV = q + Mz, w>o, zzo, 
(6.2:) (w,.z)=O. 
This problem has been the object of considerable research, both theo- 
retic and algorithmic. It is a general problem in that it is obtained as a 
derived fonm of various other problems uch a:s linear programs, qua- 
dratic programs, and the search for equilibrium points of bimatrix 
games. Other applications :have been recently discovered in problems of 
structural analysis in mechanics [ 23, ? 11, and in lubrication theory [ 7, 
i0, 1.11. 
Throughout the ftillowing exposition, assume that the equations in 
(6.1) are mmdegenerate ( very basic solution has exactly iz zeros). How- 
ever, the system (6.1), the e,quations augmented by nonnegativities, 
may be inconsistent and even when consistent hlere may be no w, z 
satisfying both (6.1) and (6.2). If w, z satisfies (6.1) and (6.2), then 
WiZi = 0, i ‘” 1, . . . . n, and the nondegeneracy assumption implies that 
either Wi OII’ Zi lis zero but not both. Such solutions to (6.1) are termed 
complemelrltary sob&ions and these are precisely the solutions to the 
problem LCP. By nondegeneracy, each complementary solution to (6.1) 
is a basic feasible solution. 
Wless ad: least one component of 4 is negative, the problem has the 
obvi ous solution w = 4, z 1~: 0.Henceforth, it is assumed that at least 
one lqi < 6.. NOW define 
K = (ZJ, ..,, z,, WI !> . . . . Wn} . 
Then as dkcus:;ed in Example 3.6, thz variables corresponding to the 
rionbasic t:)mpof:ents of the basic feasible solutions to (6.1) form a pm 
set P of dimension n. The boundary of P is empty or not depending on 
,whether (6.1) is bounded or r3o.t. For i = 1, . . . . n, let 
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Then the problem LCP can be concisely stated in the alternate form: 
find a completely labeled set of P. Once such a set is found determina- 
tion of the values of the basic variables merely amounts to inverting the 
matrix of basic columns. We discuss three cases. 
Case 1: hf > 0. In this case, (6.1) is obviously consistent and not 
bounded. Hence aP# 9. It can, in fact, be shown without difficulty 
that the boundary of P is precisely the collection of all (II - 1 )-sets con- 
tained iv- {z 1 , . ., zn) . From this it follows that, for each j, the ir?- l)- 
set (zl , .‘., z,tl - I z jl is a wique j-acl boundary set. Such a se.1 is used 
as an initial p.Bint for the algorithm. A cl set is produced withc :ut f’;lil. 
Moreover, in this case, by Theorem 5.2.5, there are an odd nu,nber of 
solutions to LCP. II :: 
Case 2: At least one but not all columns of &! are positive. 1;1 this case. 
again (6.1) is consistent and not bounded. Suppose the jth co 
is positive. Then {zt , . ‘., zn} - {zi) is a j-acl set in U. However, there 
is in general no guarantee that this is a unique j-acl boundary iet. Con- 
sequently, the algorithm, though easily started. may produce another 
jacl boundary set rather than a desired cl set. For this case, rhe algorithm 
may fail. ? 
Case 3: Arttltrary matrices M and the copositive plus class. 131 this case. 
as opposed to the above two cases, the system (6. i ) may not e y :*= consis- 
tent. Moreover, there is no known direct way of obtaining a j$cl bound- 
ary set. The following device is due to Lemke 128 1. Convert 15.1) to the 
system 
(6.3) ~=q+Mz+ez~, W,Z,Zo 20, 
v!here e is a positive n-vector and zc :I scalar variable. Now let; 
I 
K q : !Zo, z1, . . . . z,. , WI , . . . . w,,} > 
3 
; 
L(z,) = 0, L(Zi) = L(Wi) = i, 1 L i 5 I2 . 
I 
5 
Note that (6.3) is consistent and not bounded. The variables tiorrespond- 
ing to the nonbasic components of basic feasible solutions are (12 + l)- 
sets and the collection of all such sets forms a pm set p of dintension 
M + 1. Any completely labeled element of P must contain z(, ;lnd hence 
is clearly a solution to the original problem LCP. Furthermor!:: (2, , . . . . 
zn) is a o-acl boundary set of P. Thus the algorithm can be employed 
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but it is not guaranteed to succeed ue to the general nonuniqueness of 
the cl-acl set in &P^. Considerable research as been devoted to establkh- 
ing a failsalk result for increasingly genera11 classes of matrices in the 
sense tSaC I’;tilurz of the algo~rithm (i.e., tel:mirlation in C) implies in- 
consistency of the original s:ystem (6.1). In particular, Len&e [ 281 has 
demonstrated this result for the class of cckpositive plus matrices de- 
fined by 
blT M id 2 0 for all u 2 0 , 
(.M+MT)u=O ifUTM1i=Oandu>O. 
For otkper related algorithms for LCP, see i 6, 13, 141. 
The development in this section origina,l:es with Scarf 1331. The no- 
tation of Enlrample 3.8 is relied! upon. Recall1 that S is the (pz - I)-simplex 
in Rn definp:d by 
Letf: S + ;!? be continuous. The Brouwer Yixed point problem is to 
find a ir E 5’ such that f<ir) =: fi. A Iarge clalis of nonlinear optimization 
problems; can be cas’t as fixed point p!-obleln?s; for example, in mathe- 
matical ~:co:nomics, the computation of equilibrium prices in a multi- 
commocit!f model of exchange. There has been a great deal of theoretic 
investigation on questions concerning the existence of fixed points un- 
der various conditions. Scarf offered a new constructive proof of Brou- 
wer’s theorem which, as opposed to earlier proofs, provided a tractable 
method for actual computation.. The complementarity structure is in- 
troduced via the collection of primitive sets described in Example 3.8. 
This collection forms a pm set P of dimension II, where the boundary of 
P consists of all (n ‘-- I)-subsets of the specially chosen points ul, . . . . u” . 
Recalling that 
K = (d , . . . . d’, u”+~, . .. . uk} ,
introduce a label.ing for this pro’blem as fol!lows. Folr 1 5 i 5 YI, let 
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Jo = i. For n + 1 5 i 5 k, let Am be any index j E { 1, . . . . IZ) such 
that 
This labeling guarantees that, for each j E { I, . . . . n}, the jet (v“, . . . . $1 
- {vi) is a unique j-acl set in the boundary of P. Thus (as in the LCP 
case with M > 0) there are an odd number of completely labeled primi- 
tive sets (the elements of P) and the complementary pivoting algorithm 
will produce such a set with certainty. The form of the labeling func- 
tion allows one to obtain several convergence r sults. 
First suppose that the points v”+‘, . . . . wk are selected in such a way 
that the diameter of the subsimplex in S corresponding to any primitive 
set is no larger than 1 /q, 4 > 0. In order to make this assumption, it is 
necessary to impose the following association. Suppose a primitive set 
contains some vi for 1 5 i <_ n. Thee the subsimplex corresponding to 
the primitive set contains a face on which d = 0. For example, in Fig. 
6.1, the area A is the subsimplex corresponding to the primitive set 
v~v~vl ; the area B corresponds to the primitive set vYv2 v3. 
With this proviso it continues to be true that an n-tuple constitutes a 
primitive set if and only if the corresponding subsimplex contains in its 
interior no point of K. From this it is clear that if the points of K form 
a sufficiently fine grid on S, then the above diameter assumption will be 
Fig. 5.1. 
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?;atisfl;ed. NIDW let F(& be a completely labeled s-ubsimplex, produced by 
the comple~i~rentary pivoting Jgorithm. By the labeling rule, for large Q, 
the image of iT(c[) is ‘klose tc 7((y). Let qj be a sequence tending to in- 
finity and -:::onsider the seque_ *e of subsimplices F(qi), each completely 
labeled. It czn be shown that some subsequences of these simplices con- 
verge (in the Hausdorff metric) to a fixed plaint 5 E S. 
This result is more of theoretic than computational significance, fnr 
recognition of a disti?lguished subsequence converging to ir is not g. * ,P 
ally possibk. A more operational result concerns the computation of 
an approximate Brou.wer fixed point, where approximate is defined as 
follows: Given n > 0: i! is said to be an n-approximate Brouwer fixed 
point if If(;k) - iii < :7. It can be shown that for a sufficiently large q,, 
any point in ::he interior of F(q) is an “q-approximate fixed point”. 
6.3. Unconstrained convex optimization without derivatives 
In this appkkation, the complementary pivot algorithm is employed 
to sollve the following problem: 
(6.4) 
where f is a; convex function with a minimum on R” and G = (x E R” : 
IlxII5i IT). The numlzer I” is chosen sufficiently large so that the mini- 
mum of.fl,2n RV occu~rs in the interior of G. This problem is therefore, 
in essence, unr:onstr;&ed. The con.straint set G has been included only 
to make the description. of the algorithm easier by avoiding the use of 
infinite-dimensional pm sets. It will be seen that ths algorithm is inde- 
pendl:nt of G (or all valzres of r ,sufficiently large. 
Problem li6.4) has been solved by means of the complemenrary pivot 
algorithm b:~ Merrill [32] using a fixed point theorem as the basis for a 
solution. The .2lgorithm given here is virtually identical to Merrill’s, dif- 
fering only in motivation and interpretation. 
ar outline <If the procedure is the following: 
(i) The set C; is covered with a grid of simplices. This collection of 
simp!ices com;>rises a pm set. 
(ii) The griti points are used to form an outer linearization of the 
convex functi4 n. The original problem of minimizing f is thereby approx- 
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imated by the problem of minimizing a piecewise linear convex func- 
tion. This latter problem is expressed as a linear program. 
(iii) The complementary pivot algorithm is used on the grid simplices 
to locate in a finite number of steps a feasible solution (but not neces- 
sarily optimal) to the dual of the approximating linear program. 
(iv) This dual feasibie solution is associated with a simplex of the 
grid. A point in this simplex is taken to yield an approximate solution 
to the linearized problem and hence to the original problem of minimiz- 
ingf. The dual structure is used to deril/e an error estimate on the good- 
ness of approximation to optimal solutions for the original problem 
(6.4), where the approximation is measured in terms of function values. 
(v) The algorithm is successively re-executed on a sequence of finer 
and finer grids, each initiation beginning near the previous terminal sim- 
plex. 
(vi) The sequence of dual feasible solutions thereby obtained are 
“good” in the sense that the error estimate tends to zero. 
Our first step is to define a piecewise linear approximation to f. Con- 
sider a finite set of vertices (xi E Rn : i E I1 } which define a triangula- 
tion Tc of a subset of R” which covers G. For each i E II, let x’y: be a 
subgradient of fat xi and define the affine functional Si on R” by 
S&x) = f(x’) + <xi, x - xi) . 
Thus the graph of Si is a support plane to the epigraph off at xi. The 
envelope of these functionals f, defined on Rn by 
h> = max Si(X) , 
iElI 
is a convex, piecewise linear functional on R” which satisfies 
and 
f(x) I f(x) for every x E R” , 
_?(.t”) = f(x’) for each i E I’ . 
Our goal will be to find an approximate minimizing point off, say 2, 
and to obtain an upper bound on If(A) - min, E G f’(x) I. The problem 
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(6.5) min f(x) 
XER” 
is equivalent o the linear program 
minimiz+2 r ,
(JC, r) E R”+ I 
subject to Y 21 Si(X) for 1’ E I’ , 
or, in expanded fo:rm, 
(6.6) 
minimize Y , 
(x,r) E R”“l 
subject to <(x, v), (-xi,, 1)) 2 f(x’) - (x’,, xi) for all i E I1 . 
The linear program (16.6) would, in general, be impractical to solve 
because of the largl: number of constraints. Moreover, solving (6.6) only 
yields an approximate soiution to (6.4). In this respect, an approximate 
solution to (6.6) may be as usefui as an optimal solution. For these rea- 
sons, Instead of solving (6.6), we will obtain a special simplex of the 
triangulation Tc ushich contains an approximation 2 to the solution of 
(6.6) and use this simplex and the dual theorem of linear programming 
to derive cur error estlrnate on the goodness of 2. 
The dtia’l problem to (6.6) can be written in the form 
(6.7) 
maximize { I2 iEIl Xiif(xi) - txi,, xi)l 1 , 
subject to E iE[hi(YXi, 1) = (0, 1) , Ai 2 13 for all i E I’ . 
Observe that if the dual problem I& consistent, a basic feasible solution 
is a sel {Ait, . . . . hjnel_ I of nonzero scalars uch that 
n+l 
c x,x’,~=O, ‘3 A: =I, 
s=l s=l 
13’ 
xi, 2 0 . 
-Hence aset of poirts {>{I *-‘~:.t , . . . . >. ) is determined for which there is a 
.null convex combination of the subgradients off at these vertices. In- 
tuitivzly, if these ~ti;ces also form a simplex of the triangulation T, 
and il’ ihis sknplex 2 small, then f should have a zero subgradient near 
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the simplex. Thus the point 
n-t1 
x= cx . X’S 
s-l 
IS 
should be a reasonable approximation to a solution of (6.4). To make 
this argument more precise, assuming that (6.7) is consistent, let {Ajr, 
. . . . rV,+$ be any b asic feasible solution. Since the objective function in 
(6.7) is no greater than f(O), both (6.6) and (6.7) will have optimal so- 
lutions. Then note that by the convexity off and the dual theorem of 
linear programming 
f(A) 2 min f(X) 2 min i’(x) 
XEG XER* 
= max c hi[f(x’) - lx!+, xi>] : X is dual feasible 
iEll 
n+l n+l 
2 C Ajs f(Xj’) - C AjstXf), X"> 
s=l S=l 
ii+1 
2 fCa> - C hjs(X$@, AT’“>, 
s=l 
where 1= En+l s= 1hi,?‘. Because the variables AjI , . .., X. 
sible, we ha-le 
ln+, are d.ual fea- 
n+l 
- C X,(X?, Xi’> = 2 ijs<Xi, X - Xi”) 
s=l s=l 
for any x E R”. Now if xit, .,., &+I are the vertices of 8 simplex of the 
triangulation TG with diameter d, then in the above expression letting x 
be a point in the simplex defined by x’l , . . . . x’n+l, we obta:la 
n+l 
C X,,X~, Xj’) 5 max Ilxi,l!~dl m3x ix’,ll*d. 
S=l s= 1, . . ..n+ 1 l&r1 
The? efore, 
and we have obtained an ap;‘roxima!e solution to (6.4) which becomes 
increasingly accurate as d approaches zero. 
To obtain the indicated approximation 2, it was.necessary to deter- 
mine a set of indices jr, . . . . jn+l for which x h . . . xln+l represents asim- 
plex in the iriangulation r;; and $r , . . . . h..n,+l is a basic feasi’ ‘e solu- 
tion for (5.7). The complementary pivot algsbrithm on a proauct of pm 
sets (see Se&ion 5) will be used to accomphsh this. 
Let 
T 
8 
n+r denote the triangulation of R”+t given in Example 3.7. 
2 denote the union of all simplices in TRfl+t whttih lie in RI* X 
[0, lj andhaveavertexinGX {O}orGX{l). 
Kl denote the set of all vertices of simplices in pdt. Suppose 
K, = {z’, i = 1, . . . . k}. 
Note that the simplices in Tz 1 triangulate asubset of Rn X [0, 1 ] 
which covers G X [0, 11, and that each vertex in K, lies on either 
R” x TO) or Rn x { 1 j. Denote 
p={i l<i<-kandr’ER”X{O}} 
and 
It={i: l<iikandziERIRn X {I}}. 
The points {x’: (xi, 1) = zi, (1; E T1 3 define a triangulation Tc of a sub- 
set of Rn which covers G and will be identified with the {xi: i E 1’ } 
used in the linearization of J’above. 
The (n + 2)-tuples of those vertices (~‘1, . . . . zin+2 : z’s E Ml for tachs}, 
which define (n + 1 )-simplices of the triangulation 7$d 1 , form a pm set 
P, . Let U denote the union of all simplices in Pl . Then ?P, = i3 U which 
consists of facets, i.e. (n + 1)-sets, which lie 
c(i) in .Rn X CO}, . 
(ii) in Rn X 113, 
(iii) outside G X [ 8, 1 j . 
For each vertex zi of K, , i E I+ CJ II, we define an fn + l)-vector A’ 
by 
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where for i E P , (2,O) = ? and for i E I’, (q’, 1) = zi a~$. xi is a sub- 
gradient of fat xi, and where w E R” is an ;:!rbitrary vector wY;lich will 
be specified later. The nonbasic variables associated with the basic fea- 
sible solutions of the system 
(6.8) AX= A20, 
define a pm set P, of (k - n - 1)“tuples on .r.2 = {A,, . . . . kkj . {We as- 
sume that the system is consistent and that the equations are indepen- 
dent and nondegenerate; w will be chosen in such a way that the first 
two assumptions arz valid; lexicographic techniques can tie applied to 
resolve degeneracies.) Since Z;= 1 iI.j = 1, the feasible set is bounded and 
hence ZIP, = Q). 
As suggested earlier, we now form the product pm set P = P, X P2 
onK1 UK2.ThesetsinPwillconta~(rz+2)+(k-rz - l)=k+ 1 ele- 
ments of the form 
(z 4 , .**, +2, A. 
11 
5 .**7 hj,n 1 2 m=k-n-4, 
where z’l . . . zinc2 defines a simplex in the triangulation of R” >( [Cl, 1 ] 
and hiI, . . . . Xjm is a set of nonbasic variables for a basic feasibie solu- 
tion to (6.8). Since aP, = 8, the boundary of P, aP, X P,, will :onsist 
of k-tuples of the form 
. 
where ~‘1, .. . . z ‘,,+1 * 1s a boundary element of P, of one of the t?trec= 
types listed previously and Xjl , ...9 ?tjm are as above, 
On& LJ K, thelabelingL :K1 U K2 -+ 11, . . . . k+ 11, 
L(S) := L(hi) = i, i = 1, . . . . k , 
is given. With this labeling, there are no completely labeled (k + I)-sets 
in P since the imeger k + 1 is never used. ‘The algorithm will the!-efore 
follow a (k + I)-,adjacent path from boundary to boundary. In cnrder to 
obtain such a path, an initial boundary (k + 1 )-acl set must be f -mnd. 
The arbitrary vector w will be used to provide such a set. 
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L,et z$ 3 . . . . zk+t %le aboundary set of Pl of type (i) and choose 
1- 
where (x2,0) = z$, s = 1 I . . . . II! t- 1. From the definition of the A i, 
i E 10, it is clear that 
\ 
11 
-I- 
(6*J()) A,= fv+i’ 
y = i, for some s , 
1 0, r#i:,foranyr: 
defines a basic feasiible solution to (6.8). Censequently, 
where r,it are the zero varia.bles in (6. lo), defines a (k + I)-acl member 
of ap. 
If WE: start the complementary pivoting aigorithm at 4, then the cor- 
responding (k + 1 ).adjacer;t path must term.:nate st another boundary 
set off’ since there are no cl sets and IPI is rkrite. Let til be the terminal. 
set. Then 0’ must bs: of the form (6.9)., where z1 :, . . . . zF*l il ’ = 2, is a 
boundary set of P, of ens of the three specified t:ypes, M?e will next 
show that 2 cannot be of ::ype (ij; then we kll give conditions on f 
which will guarantee th.at will not be of type (iii). Firzaliy, wle will 
conclude that if 2 is of type (ii), then irl yields both the desired simplex 
in the triangulation of Wn’ and the corr(esponding basic feasible solution 
to (6.7). 
:Le,mmn 6.3.1. The vertices zy ,. . . . zb+l of II cmmt all lie on IIn X (0). 
Proof. If this were the case, then the variabies Ai,, . . . . hi,+1 would he 
baisc in (6.8) and 1-ence b,y the definition oTA’,i E P, we would have 
for (x!:~ 0) = zi, 
n+l 
C Ais (Xf -_ W;l = 0 , 
S=l 
g Ai :Z 1 , 
‘,’ = ‘1 s 
AiS 2 0 for all S + 
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But since x’s, s = 1, _.., n + 1, defines a simplex S on IV, this implies 
that w E s, the closure of S. However, by_definition, w is in the interior 
of the simplex m R’ de&cd by ~2, ..,, x$+1. Since the terminal and 
initial sets of a (k + I)-adjacent path are distinct, we have a contradic- 
tion. 
It will now be indicated that there is a I’e such that for I’ > I’e, the 
algorithm is entirely independent of F. That is, for I’ 2 I’e, tb, I path of 
simplices, initiated at Co, is independer% of I’. The following Ilemma, 
proved by Merrill [32] in a slightly different form, will guarantee that 
the vertices of i will all lie on Rn X { 11. 
Lemma 6.3.2. Let f have a Aowded minimum set. Then for r 2 I-‘;,, 
every simplex generated b_v the algorithm lies in a compact set contain- 
ing zil, . . . . zk+l x [Q, 11. 
The proof of this lemma is somewhat echnical and will not be given 
here. By virtue of this result, if I‘ and therefore k are sufficiently large, 
the terminal simplex 2 will lie on Rn X { 1). 
It now follows from the definition of’ the A’ that 
n+l C Xis X~ = 0 = ) ‘~ his 1 ., xi, 2 0 3 
s=l S=l 
and therefore that hi,, .:., Ain+l is a basic feasible solution to (6.7). The 
corresponding X; , . .., x :+I define a simplex in the triangulation TG 
and ,_ 
n+l 
~ = C hi, ~:s 
s=l 
is our desired approximation to the optimal solution of (6.4). 
Note that the diameter d of the final simplex in the error estil;&e 
refers to the diameter of a boundary simplex in R” X { 1) in the triangu- 
lation T& . * ’ Also recall that the initial simplex in IX”>< {0} was chosen 
arbitrarily. Thus once zi has been obtained, the diameter of the simplices 
in 1%’ X (0} and X { 1) can be decreased and a second iteration can 
be performed, starting with a boundary simplex containing 2 in its rel- 
ative interior. Repeated applications of this algorithm with d --zr 0 yield 
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;,I sequence of approximate solutions {n”} which has the property that 
(5~“) has a convergent subsequence and every cluster point of (5$1} is a 
poiint which minimizes ,f. 
6.4. Convex prongrammi;ug without derivatives 
In :r;his application, the I:omplementary pivot algorithm is applied to 
ithe standard convex nonlinear pro,gram 
f6.1 1 :) 
minimize 
XEG 
f(*x) 7 
subject to2h(:t) 5 0 9 
whfere f and h are convex real valued functions on Rn and G =I {x: Ilx II 
r< Pj. . W’e assume the set h’, = (x: k(x) < 0) is compact and I’ is suf- 
Cciently large such. that H,, c G. The remarks concerning G in the pre- 
vious section are apphcabb: here. 
Hansen and Scarf I[ 221, Eaves [ lo], Iv&rill E321, and F%sher and 
Gould. [ 20 J have applied complementary pivot techniques; to this non- 
linear program. The appro.lch outlined here is most similar to that of 
Me!ill and the algorithm is identical to that in the above unconstrained 
:bptimization discussion. 
0ne approach to problem (6.11:) would be to linearize f and h and 
formulate the finear program corresponding to (6.5). In this case, the 
1.~. constraints would inchlde affine functionals corresponding to 
60:) 5: 0 (6 be:ng the outer linearization of h) and the dual problem 
would then include variables corresponding to these constraints. We 
shah eschew this approach, however, and proceed by means of an exact 
penalty function. This method will allow us to apply the unconstrained 
technique of the preceding section directly. 
Define 4 : R** + K by 
7(u) = I u j do, $I, ?J<o, 
and M is a positive constant. We: note that 4 is comex and attains a mi- 
2 If’ there a.33 na convex constraints hI (x) 5 0 , 
abwe form by setting /$xX) = maxi{h#jI). 
. . . . h,,(x) I 0, the problem can be put into the 
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Emma 6.4.1. If there is an x0 E R” su,ch that h(x”) a< 0, then for A! 
sufficienbly large the optimal set for (6.. 1 I ) is prec’isel,v the minimum 
set of q and 
min q(x) = min q(x)= min. f(x). 
XERn XEG XEHo 
An optimal point can now be approximated by applying the abov: 
discussed unconstrained minimization algorithm to the function q. 
Bounds on optimality will be available for termination criteria. Note 
that the subgradient of q at xi, denoted. xi, can be chosen so that 
(a) if h(x’) < 0, then xi is a subgrad:en.t off; 
(b) if h(x’) > 0, then xi = JJ’, + Mz’,, where v’, is a subgradient o.Ff 
and z$ is a subgradient of jr. 
It should be pointed out that the approximate solutions generated by 
the algorithm need not be feasible. That is, the terminal simplices xi1 , 
. . . . xi”+1 may lie outside the constraint set h(x) 5 0. 
6.5. The nonlinear complementarity problem and saddle point compu- 
tation 
Previous results on this problem are mainly in the realm of existence 
theory. See for example Cottle [ 5 ] and Karamardian [ 241 for known 
theoretic results as well as extensive bibliographies. We present here an 
algorithm due to Fisher and Gould [ 201. 
Let RT denote the nonnegative orthant in Rn and let f be a function 
from R”, into Rn . The nonlinear compiemenfz.rity problem is to find an 
x which satisfies 
NLCX’: x 2 0, f(x) 2 0, (x, f’(x)> = 0 . 
Interest in this problem derives in part, a; riarith the linear complernen- 
tarity problem, from its general form. For example, NLCP arises in the 
search for a Kuhn-Tucker point (i.e., a solution to the first order neces- 
aary differential conditions) for the nonlinear prograrn 
maximize go(z) , 
subject Ito g,(z) 5 0, i = 1, . . . . m , 
a&O (PER’), 
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where, for I) 5 i I m, gi is assumed continuously differentiable on an 
open set conk&kg R,. k The relation to NLCP is obtained by definir,g 
for (z, y) E 1.~: i( RF, 
ago a& 
fi(r,y)=:-z(z)+ E yj 2(z), i= l,..., k, 
i j=x i 
fi(z, yj = -gi_k(z), i= ’ L I, . . . . k +m . 
Then the first order optimality conditions for the nonlinear program1 are 
to find (z, y) in R: X It7 such that fi(z, y) 2 0, i ;: 1, . . . . k + m, and 
h Zifi(Z, Y) + 5 Yifk+j(z, Y) = 0 * 
i=l i= 1 
This reduction of a nonlinear program to NLCP is a special case of re- 
ducing a sacidle point problem to NLCP. That is, suppose a real valued 
func,tion F is differentiable on an open set containing R$ X My . It is 
desired to find z*’ 2 0, y* 2 0 for which F(z, y*) 5 F(z*, y*) 5 
F(z*, -1) for al.1 nonnegative (z, y) Sufficiently ch:.se to (z*, a*). Then let 
A solution z* , yy. must satisfy the corresponding NLCP formulation. If 
F is concave in z and convex in y, then every solution to the KLCP for- 
mulation will be a [Inonnegative) saddle point for F. In [2], Arrow, 
Gould and Howe hue preijented ageneral duality theory in terms of 
results on saddle p oin t equivalences for non.convex programming. There- 
fore the algorithm 1.0 be described below, via the reduction of saddle 
point problems to NLCP, can be viewed as a new computational method 
for nonconvp xprogramming. 
‘We shall now :ely, upon the notation ol” Example 3.7. 
In order to pr.:sent he algorithm, we begin with the following trian- 
gulation of RT. l,e t 
s, = (x E R” rr :-: (1,6, 1,6, ~.., In 6), Zi 2 0 and integer, 1 F i I: n} . 
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The pm set P, is a special collection of sets of iz + 1 vertices from S, 
defmed as in Example 3.7. That is, a set v of n + 1 venices from SA is 
said to be in Ps if there is an ordering of the elements of v, say XI , e-s, 
x”*l 9 and a permutation r of the first n in’iegers such that 
The number 6 is called the mesh of Ph. It can be shown that the open 
faces of the set of all simplices associated with the (tt + 1 )-sets v E fs 
determine a triangulation of Rf . Moreover, we have 
ap, = {{A ) ..,, xi”) c v E Pa : .I’ = xi2 = .*. = xi’” = 0 
for at least one i) . 
Each of these boundary n-sets resides entirely in the coordinate plane 
xi == 0 (for example, in Rz, the boundary 2-sets are facets which lie on 
the axes). 
The special abehng L for this problem is given by 
: 
n+ 1, x > W(x)> 0, 
L(x) = j, x > 0, f(x) # 0 and j such that fi(x) = min&(x) 
(take the least such j in case of ties) , 
i, x # 0 and j such that Xj =o,xi> 0, 15 i<j- 1. 
This special abeling is such that the n-set givtn by x1 = 0, xj+l = pi + 
6ei, 1 I j i II - 1, is a unique (n + I)-acl boundary set from which the 
algorithm is initiated. In [ 201, it is demonsti*ated that under reasonable 
assumptions the simplices generated by the ialgorithm can not leave ;I 
bounded region. Consequently, the algoritkt I will produce, with cer- 
tainty, a cl-set. Under these conditions, it is :rlc~ shown thtit as the znncsh 
6 ia sequentially decreased to zero, a subsequence of fully labeled sitn- 
plices converges to an NLCP solution. Moreover, for 6 sufl’icjently small. 
an “77 approximate solution is produced”. That is, given q i 0, for 6 
sufficiently small, the algorithm terlminates with a simplex with at Ieast 
one vertex which satisfies 
.“ 2 0, f(x) 2 0, Cx,.f(x)> < 7j . 
I. 
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A special aspect of the above labeling is that in certain instances the al- 
gorithm can be accelerated in the sense that a sequence of pivots can be 
predicted and hence skipped over. This leads to a significant increase in 
efficiency. See [ 3] for details and computs.tional experience. It is also 
noted that applic&on of the algorithm to saddle point computation, in 
relation to nonlinear programming, produce; approximate solutions to 
both the primal and dual problems with error estimates on closeness to 
optimality. 
Appendix 
The triangulation of R” . 
The triangulation of R” ? described briefly in Example 3.7, is of suffi- 
cient importance in applica.tions lo elaborate in greater detail. We shall 
employ the follow;ng notation: 
I- is a permutasion (reordering) of the M integers { 1, . . . . n), 
ei is the ith unlit vector in Rn , 
& is the zz-vector of all ones, 
S is a positive number, 
V is the se; oi all integer lattice points in Rn , 
V6 = px: x E 1’) 
= {x E 12n : 3: = (I, 6 , . . . . In 6), li integer, 1 5 i I n), 
x < ~7, x and J* in Rn, means Xi <_ ,Vi for each i and x # y. 
The triangulation P, is a special collection of n. simplices formed from 
the points of Vs . 
Defmition A.1 I) A :;ubset of Vs with n + 1 elements is said to be in Ps 
if there is an ordering of the elements x1, . . . . xn+l aml a permutation r
such that 
Relmark AL x1, . . . . xn+l satisfying (A. 1) are affincEy independent and 
hence de&e an n-:+implex in Rn. 
The following prope:rtier~ of’P, are immediate: 
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(a) A vertex x 1 E TJS and a permu :ation r uniquely determine an 1z- 
simplex in Ps by successive application of (.A. 1). 
(b) If x1, . . . . xn+l satisfy (A. 1) for some r, then x1 = xn+l - 6e. 
(c) If X1 ( . . . . x”+l satisfy (A.l) for some.P, then x1, $4 . . . 4 xfz+r. 
(d) If xQr, . . . . xarz+l E Ps , there is (by (c)J a unique ordering of the 
vectors and ‘hence a unique permutation r such that (A. 1) holds. 
Now suppose x1, x2, . . . . xn+l is any element of P, , where, without 
loss of generality, 
x1 4 x2 4 .._ < xn+l . 
Suppose some distinguished vertex xi is removed from this (M + 1)-set.. 
Smce Ps is a pm set without boundary, there is a unique replacement 
for xi such that the resulting (n + I)-set is an element of P6. The fol- 
lowing rules give a compact specification for this replacemerrt. Let 
2 L ,s ~ . ..) iv+1 be the new simplex 2l x k2< .._ < P41, and let i be 
the new permutation. There are three cases. 
Case 1: l<iXn+l. 
ti = .i, j# i, 
- i = x &l + 6e”(iI, 
W) = l’(i), j+ i,i- 1, 
?(i - 1) = r(i), f(i) = 7(i - 1). 
Case 2: i= 1. 
2.i = xi+1 ) lljLn, 
-n+l x = Xn+l + w(l), 
i(j) = T(j + 1 ), l<j<FZ-I, 
i(n) = T(1). 
Case3: i--w+ 9. 
51 =:xn - de 
’ -j.i =: xi-l, 
i(j) = T(j - I), 
Q(1 Ii = a(n). 
2<jIn+l, 
2<jGl , 
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